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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. 
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately 
so we can address the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom 
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 
that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 
ext. 2.
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Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 
complete the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located 
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the 
printer icon.

Recording our programs is not permitted. However, today's participants can 
order a recorded version of this event at a special attendee price. Please call 
Customer Service at 800-926-7926 ext.1 or visit Strafford’s website 
at www.straffordpub.com.
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Representing Co-Lenders in 
Syndicated Credit Facilities

INTRODUCTION
What  we will cover today

• Consent Rights and Sacred Rights

• Waterfall and Pro Rata Sharing (Sorting the entitlement of agents and specialty service 
providers)

• Removal and Addition of Co-Lenders

• Roles, Rights and Responsibilities

• When Things Goes Wrong
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Consent Rights and Sacred Rights
• What matters should co-lenders vote on and what voting 

levels should be considered – consent

A. Typical thresholds :
i. Required Lenders (>50%)

ii. Supermajority Lenders (>66 2/3%) Borrowing Base changes

iii. Lenders (100%)

iv. Lenders directly [and adversely] affected thereby – room for 
interpretation
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Consent Rights and Sacred Rights
B. What should a co-lender be deciding during the term of 

a Credit Facility?
i. The default rule for voting under Credit Agreements including most 

amendments, waivers of default, etc. is Required Lenders

ii. Changes to the Borrowing Base – advance rates, eligibility criteria, 
component parts of the Borrowing Base

iii. “Sacred Rights” typically a discrete list addressing the fundamental 
aspects of the indebtedness and the collateral 

• E.g., decisions to extend maturity, delay or change payment 
schedules, increase lenders commitments, release all or substantially 
all of the collateral or guarantors ‘other than permitted in the Credit 
Agreement”, changes to the pro rata sharing provisions, the waterfall
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Consent Rights and Sacred Rights
C. Is it a Required Lender Vote? Supermajority? All 

Lenders? Lenders Affected thereby? Balancing the 
needs of all parties to the credit facility and the need for 
speed
i. What are the considerations?

• Ease of administration for the Agent

• Ability for the Borrower to have flexibility on a quick turnaround

• Should making protective advances be a cost of consent?
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Consent Rights and Sacred Rights
D. You’re a Defaulting Lender, now what?

i. Not a lender for purposes of calculating amendments that need 
Required Lender consent

ii. Retain rights with respect to Sacred Rights
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Consent Rights and Sacred Rights
E. Uptiering Transactions and Recent Cases (Serta, Trimark, etc.) --

Sacred Rights aren’t so Sacred Anymore – Check your loopholes
Anti-subordinations provisions

“No amendment waiver or consent…., except as expressly permitted
herein or in any other Loan Document, subordinate the Obligations or the
Liens granted under the Security Documents to any other indebtedness
or Lien, as the case may be, without the written consent of each Lender;”

a) Make sure your voting right covers both debt and liens

b) Consider adding “or has the effect of subordinating”

c) Address changes to debt and lien baskets so that the subordination does not become 
“expressly permitted herein”

d) Check the definition of “Refinancing Indebtedness”

e) Address ability to enter into intercreditor agreements

f) Limit right to amend provision to enter into intercreditor agreements
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Consent Rights and Sacred Rights
ii. Pro rata sharing Provisions

• “No amendment can change Section [waterfall] or Section [pro rata sharing of payments] in a 
manner that would alter the pro rata sharing of payments or order of application required thereby 
or (ii) change Section [waterfall] or any other applicable provision of this Agreement in a manner 
that would alter the distribution to each Lender of payments from or on behalf of the Borrowers 
for the account of such Lender received by Administrative Agent, in each case without the written 
consent of each Lender directly and adversely affected thereby;”

a) Watch out for the “incremental facility provision”

b) Address the priority of payments to all “Secured Obligations”

c) Any exceptions for “open market purchases”—clarify that not intended to allow new categories of debt with 
a higher priority in right of payment as part of exchange or refinancing
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Waterfall and Pro Rata Sharing (Sorting the entitlement 
of agents and specialty service providers)

i. How should “spread” payments received be allocated and paid
a) costs and expenses what should sit in the spread based waterfall and 

where

b) where do the cost of facilities such as hedging, FX, accounts fit

c) where do the costs of LC, swing line fit

d) do additional advances (pre-emptive or otherwise) gain priority

e) defaulted lenders and deemed loans
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Waterfall and Pro Rata Sharing (Sorting the entitlement 
of agents and specialty service providers)

ii. Should there priority for agent fees
a) what are the usual fees for agent roles

b) where should they fit in a waterfall

c) should they be paid as borrower costs outside of the waterfall

d) are these fees secured and what is the effect
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Waterfall and Pro Rata Sharing (Sorting the entitlement 
of agents and specialty service providers)

iii. Is there priority for additional service fees (LC, Swing, 
FX, Hedge, Agent)

a) what additional services with fees should be expected

b) what co-lenders usually fill these roles

c) should there be fee sharing if  there are credit buy in requirements

d) what should be considered co-lending and secured 

e) when does a buy in affect the priority
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Waterfall and Pro Rata Sharing (Sorting the entitlement 
of agents and specialty service providers)

iv. How is security for payment shared, what participates in 
the security

a) do supplemental services get security for credit risk

b) do supplemental services get security for fees and expenses

c) is the security prior, pari passu or subordinate

d) how to have the security held on the same terms as the co-
lender loans

e) are there voting rights given for the supplemental service credit 
products and fees
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Waterfall and Pro Rata Sharing (Sorting the entitlement 
of agents and specialty service providers)

v. Do protective or other post borrower default payments 
get priority

a) what should a co-lender expect as obligation to fund post-
borrower default

b) what are the sanctions for failure to fund post borrower default

c) funding post borrower default realization expenses

d) funding protective advance to preserve priority

e) funding protective advances to preserve assets

f) what happens in the waterfall and security
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Removal and Addition of Co-Lenders

A. Yank a bank in 2022- Coming to Credit Agreement near 
you….

i. Don’t think the only way to get yanked is to be a non-consenting 
lender or experience a change in law event

ii. Check the credit agreement provisions on reductions of 
commitment (sacred right or required lenders, you might be 
surprised)

iii. Do you want to be the only lender that does not extend its 
commitment? 

iv. Squeaky wheel – do you get the grease or are you out on your 
ear
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Roles, Rights and Responsibilities
i. What should be the agents roles, rights and fees paid or 

entitlement given
a) what are the common agent roles: lead arranger, managing, 

collateral, administrative, paying, bookrunner, syndication, 
documentation, Canadian – what do they mean

b) what are the common specialty services: hedging, FX, cash 
management, swing line, LC, accounts

c) who gets paid for these roles

d) how is credit risk covered
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Roles, Rights and Responsibilities
ii. Co-lenders providing specialty services - should it be in 

or out of the co-lending arrangement
a) what are credit products and what does that affect – hedge, FX, 

swing line, LC

b) what services are considered supplemental but not credit and 
what does the affect – accounts, cash management

c) in the co-lending arrangement – what does it mean for security 
and waterfall, requirement buy in

d) out of the co-lending relationship – how does the inter-creditor 
work

e) accounts and the fit with a co-lending arrangement
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Roles, Rights and Responsibilities
iii. Should services with credit risk and fees be secured

a) should these services be required to be provided by a lender or 
third party

b) if they are not provided by a lender how is the inter-creditor dealt 
with

c) services provided by a lender when should they be secured and 
in what priority

d) is a required pro rata buy in a common solution to credit risk
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Roles, Rights and Responsibilities
iv. Co-lender right to participate

a) services can provide control over cash, additional rights at law 
and in practice – accounts, cash management

b) services can provide lucrative fees and spread – hedging, LC’s

c) how is the benefit of control and superior rights dealt with

d) how should the roles and rights be allocated

e) how are the rights and benefits shared ordinary course, on 
default
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Roles, Rights and Responsibilities
v. Co-lender right to enquire or direct agent roles or 

services, covenants and restrictions in the credit 
agreement or not

a) in the ordinary course very limited

b) does this change after borrower default

c) agent direction is given by the voting rights discussed earlier

d) services – should have restrictions on credit products such as 
hedging and LC use

e) accounts and cash management usually require sharing of any 
returns acquired using that control and rights
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When Things Go Wrong
• Whoops!

• Erroneous payments and claw backs
• In Re Citibank August 11, 2020 Wire Transfers, 520 F. Supp. 3d 390 (2021)

• LSTA Response

• Erroneous release of UCC
• Official Committee…of Motors Liquidation Company v JPMorgan Chase 

Bank, 486 B.R. 596 (Bankr NY, 2013)

• Official Committee…of Motors Liquidation Company v JPMorgan Chase 
Bank, 103 A. 3d 1010 (DE 2014)

• Official Committee…of Motors Liquidation Company v JPMorgan Chase 
Bank, 777 F.3d 100 (2d Cir, 2015)
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When Things Go Wrong
Information errors and failures – when, why and what 
to do about them

• Berkshire Bank v Pioneer Bank, 72 Misc. 3d 1205(A) 
(Sup. Ct. Albany County, 2021)

• Kirschner as Trustee of Millennnium Lender Claim Trust v 
JPMorgan Chase et al,   2020WL2614765 (USDC, SDNY 
2020)
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When Things Go Wrong
Agent conflicting interests and relationships how to 
manage
• Avenue CLO Fund, Ltd. et al v Bank of America, 723 F3d 

1287 (11th Cir  2013) [Las Vegal Fountainebleau]
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When Things Go Wrong
Agent and Certain Co-Lenders Impair Other 
Co-Lenders

• LCM XXII LTD, et al v Serta Simmons Bedding, 
2022WL953109 (SDNY 3/29/2022)

• Fidelity Summer Street Trust v Toronto Dominion (Texas), 
2002WL1858763 (USDC Mass 2002)
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When Things Go Wrong
Reporting failures – risk, results and clauses to rectify

• Data Room
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